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Ever wondered what a normal day is like at The FinLab? We hear from our 

extended team about their experience with us and thoughts about our latest 

batch. 

 



  

The FinLab: Being Millennials, I am sure you guys have many interests like 

cafe hopping and online shopping. So how do you guys afford all these 

entertainments? 

Jeah: *Glances towards Andy* How? You club every weekend in KL right! 

Andy: No comments, but the frequent bus trips to KL and back are starting to 

get really expensive. 

Damien: I love travelling too, but not as frequently as Andy’s personal hobby. As 

holidaying is expensive, it is hard to save up for one without cutting our usual 

spending. Thankfully, there’s the Quber app! It allows users to set financial goals 

and analyses their spending habits. Quber will even prompt the user if he/she is 

spending excessively on a particular store. It will certainly have lots to say about 

Jeah’s Starbucks’ coffee habit! 

Jeah: Guilty as charged! By saving on Starbucks, I can buy my Chanel bag in 

no time. 

  



Wow, that sounds like a great way to save! What next? How can I make my 

savings grow? 

Lin Wei: Well, there’s an app that makes saving and investing 

secure! HelloGold allows you to buy gold for as little 1 Malaysian Ringgit, 

making it affordable for young executives like me to pamper my girlfriend with 

gold. Savings, investments, transfers.. You name it, they can do it! 

Andy: Are you sure? What about loans? Can I borrow money to finance my gym 

membership and my daily protein intake? *Flexes biceps* 

Lin Wei: HelloGold has a feature that allows you to use the gold as collateral to 

receive better interest rates when taking out a loan. 

  

Interesting, what a golden investment opportunity. What other financial 

platforms can be reinvented through Fintech? 

Damien: Bond trading, which still requires fund managers to make calls to 

dealers for quotes, may be getting an overdue re-invention 

by BondLinc. Itdigitalises the process by combining the manual OTC workflow 

of bond trading into a single platform for clients, relationship managers, and 

traders. This brings about cost savings, increases efficiency, and provides 

compliance/audit capabilities at bank levels. 

Jeah: And in FICC markets, the … 

Andy: Wait, what is FICC? Do you mean figs? 

Jeah: *face palms* Fixed Income, Currencies and Commodities. As I was 

saying, in FICC markets, TransFICC has built a single robust and scalable 

API that can connect to over 200 different trading venues for financial institutions 

to conduct e-trading. It’s literally one API to rule them all, making life easier for 



traders and asset managers while providing an audit trail for Best Execution 

practices. 

  

How about making payments for your purchases? 

Lin Wei: I’m always looking for the nearest ATM to withdraw money. Once, while 

in a queue to buy lunch, I realised I had no cash. I had to walk overto the next 

building just to withdraw some cash and had to re-queue to buy my food.  That 

was an extra 20 minutes gone from my 1-hour lunch break! 

Jeah: Exactly, that happened to me too when I was in Hong 

Kong recently! Since then, I started using my mobile wallet for payments... And 

guess what? Aimazing is upping their game! They have a platform that enables 

contactless mobile payments through a patent-pending soundwave technology. 

How cool is that? I’m definitely going to be the first user for this app when it 

launches in Singapore! 

Andy: I don't usually carry a wallet when I’m out with friends as it does look 

unsightly under my skin tight jeans. Up till before discovering PayKey, 

transferring money to friends was always a hassle. It allows me to transfer funds 

directly and securely through any messaging app, making repayment 100 times 

easier.  And I don't need anything more than just my smartphone! 

Damien, Lin Wei, Jeah: *standing ovation* That’s the best thing you have said 

so far. 

  

What do you guys think of the increasing use of bots in the financial 

industry? 

Andy: Bots? *breaks out in the robot dance* 

Jeah, Lin Wei, Damien: *Jaws drop* 



 

Damien: Bots are great! They work non-stop and don’t nick my performance 

bonuses! On a serious note, RegTech companies 

like Chynge and Tookitaki help financial institutions (FIs) sieve 

through mountains of data for suspicious transactions through their AI platforms. 

These AIs have machine-learning capabilities, helping FIs adapt faster to 

increasingly complex regulations. 

Lin Wei: Exactly! Makes lives so much easier especially with the increasing 

amount of financial misconduct. 

  

Seems like the fintech industry is ever-evolving and looks like you guys 

learnt a lot in your short stint at The FinLab. 

Andy: I don’t like it here, there are no dumbbells. 

Lin Wei: I learn that when work is due, it has to be done, be it being interviewed 

for a newsletter or sewing over 30m of fairy lights to cloth. 

Jeah: It was an eye-opener for me. I would have never drank expired 

beer or travel all the way to Chinatown for $0.50 worth of thread. 

 

Damien: Unlike Jeah, it has been a “bottle-opener” for me. I learnt that The 

FinLab really stores a great deal of booze here! 

 

Signing off,  

Super interns of The FinLab 

    

      

 

 

 

 
 



  

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Ngee Ann Polytechnic becomes the first school to 

launch certificates on the blockchain 

 [ Read More ] 

 

http://irishtechnews.ie/finlabs-attores-pioneers-first-ever-digital-certs-blockchain-solution-with-ngee-ann-polytechnic/
https://e27.co/thirteen-companies-pitched-seamless-asia-singapore-breakdown


 

 

Hear from e27 about our startups! 

 [ Read More ] 

 

 

 

 

 
    

 

 

BankTech Asia 

5th July - 6th July 

KL Convention Centre, 

Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 

 

 

Meet us in KL  

 

 

 

 

Techsauce Global Summit 

Thailand  

28th July - 29th July 

Centara Grand at Central World, 

Bangkok, Thailand 

 

Catch us there  
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https://www.facebook.com/thefinlab/
https://twitter.com/the_finlab
http://www.thefinlab.com/
mailto:info@thefinlab.com
https://www.linkedin.com/company/thefinlab
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCNg3S-szPQPnHzBydEeD6gg

